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Summary

‘Anytime, anywhere’ communication, information
access and processing are much cherished in modern
societies because of their ability to bring flexibility,
freedom and increased efficiency to individuals and
organizations. Wireless communications, by
providing ubiquitous and tetherless network
connectivity to mobile users, are therefore bound to
play a major role in the advancement of our society.
Although initial proposals and implementations of
wireless communications are generally focused on
near-term voice and electronic messaging
applications, it is recognized that future wireless
communications will have to evolve towards
supporting a wider range of applications, including
voice, video, data, images and connections to wired
networks. This implies that future wireless networks
must provide quality-of-service (QoS) guarantees to
various multimedia applications in a wireless
environment.

Typical traffic in multimedia applications can be
classified as either Constant-Bit-Rate (CBR) traffic
or Variable-Bit-Rate (VBR) traffic. In particular,
scheduling the transmission of VBR multimedia
traffic streams in a wireless environment is very
challenging and is still an open problem. In general,
there are two ways to guarantee the QoS of VBR
multimedia streams, either deterministically or
statistically. In particular, most connection
admission control (CAC) algorithms and medium
access control (MAC) protocols that have been
proposed for multimedia wireless networks only
provide statistical, or soft, QoS guarantees.

In this paper, we consider deterministic QoS
guarantees in multimedia wireless networks. We
propose a method for constructing a
packet-dropping mechanism that is based on a
mathematical framework that determines how many
packets can be dropped while the required QoS can
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still be preserved. This is achieved by employing:
(1) An accurate traffic characterization of the VBR
multimedia traffic streams; (2) A traffic regulator
that can provide bounded packet loss and (3) A
traffic scheduler that can provide bounded packet
delay. The combination of traffic characterization,
regulation and scheduling can provide bounded loss
and delay deterministically. This is a distinction
from traditional deterministic QoS schemes in which
a 0% packet loss are always assumed with
deterministically bounding the delay.

We performed a set of performance evaluation
experiments. The results will demonstrate that our
proposed QoS guarantee schemes can significantly
support more connections than a system, which does
not allow any loss, at the same required QoS.
Moreover, from our evaluation experiments, we
found that the proposed algorithms are able to
out-perform scheduling algorithms adopted in
state-of-the-art wireless MAC protocols, for example
Mobile Access Scheme Based on Contention and
Reservation for ATM (MASCARA) when the
worst-case traffic is being considered. Copyright 
2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. Introduction

With the rapid advances in wireless transmission
technologies, there is a great interest in using high-
speed wireless networks for the transmission of not
only traditional discrete media such as text and still
images, but also multimedia traffic such as real-time
images, voice and video [1]. Multimedia applications
are different from traditional applications in that they
require QoS guarantees in terms of delay, delay
variation and loss rate.

The traffic characteristics and real-time nature of
these multimedia applications pose new challenges

to the design, implementation and management of
future wireless networks [2]. To provide QoS to mul-
timedia applications, a resource reservation scheme is
needed to allocate wireless resources to the different
connections. Since the characteristics of most mul-
timedia traffic are in the category of VBR sources
with considerable burstiness, designing an optimal or
a good resource allocation scheme for these VBR
sources becomes especially difficult. If the resources
are reserved according to the average traffic rates,
unacceptable high delays or unacceptable high packet
losses may result when the sources transmit near its
peak rate. On the other hand, if the resource reserva-
tions are based on the peak rates, the network may
be underutilized most of the time [3].
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In general, there are two ways to guarantee the
QoS of the VBR connections, either determinis-
tically or statistically. Statistical models normally
would employ stochastic traffic models, including
Markov modulated, self-similar, S-BIND, among oth-
ers [4]. However, these models are either not power-
ful enough to capture the important burstiness and
time correlation of realistic sources, or are too com-
plex for practical implementation. Deterministic mod-
els would normally characterize their traffic by burst
length, average rate and/or peak rate. Because of
their pessimistic nature, the throughput and the chan-
nel utilization of deterministic models are relatively
smaller than that of statistical models. The advantage
of deterministic models, unlike statistical models, is
that they can provide deterministic guarantees such
that no connection would violate its desired QoS [3].

In this paper, we consider deterministic QoS guar-
antees in a wireless environment. We propose a
method for constructing a packet-dropping mecha-
nism that makes decisions as to when we need to drop
packets while still not violating any QoS guarantees.
This is achieved through an accurate traffic characteri-
zation of the VBR multimedia traffic streams. We also
employ a traffic regulator that can provide bounded
packet losses and a traffic scheduler that can pro-
vide bounded packet delays. Hence, their combination
can provide bounded loss and delay deterministically.
This is a distinction from traditional deterministic
QoS schemes in which a 0% packet loss is always
assumed with deterministically bounding the delay.
By allowing certain bounded packet loss, it is possible
to admit more connections to the wireless networks.
Most multimedia connections, for instance video and
audio connections, can accept a certain percentage of
losses while still providing an acceptable QoS.

We employ a traffic regulator at the entrance posi-
tion of the network for each connection to determin-
istically bound the packet loss while reducing the
burstiness and the peak rate of the traffic. Then, the
regulated traffic is passed to the scheduling algo-
rithms, which can provide packet delay-bounds, to
test whether such connections should be admitted.
Since the traffic regulator can provide a bounded loss
and the scheduler can provide a bounded delay guar-
antee, their combination can provide both bounded
loss and bounded delay deterministically.

1.1. Background: Medium Access Control
Protocols for Wireless Networks

Radio channels constitute a finite precious resource
in wireless networks, and therefore they must be

efficiently shared by all associated mobile stations. As
a result, a key technical issue related to the design of
wireless networks is the selection of a suitable wire-
less channel sharing (access) technique [1,5]. Wire-
less channel access schemes could be based on cir-
cuit switching or packet switching. However, packet
switching has been widely recognized as more flex-
ible than circuit switching especially for multime-
dia communications [1]. Furthermore, wireless access
schemes could be based on code division multiple
access (CDMA), frequency division multiple access
(FDMA), time division multiple access (TDMA) or
combinations of these techniques. Because of the
lack of available frequencies and the requirement for
dynamic bandwidth allocation, especially for VBR
connections, it makes the use of FDMA inefficient.
On the other hand, CDMA limits the peak bit rate
of a connection to a relatively low value, which is
a problem for broadband applications �> 2 Mb/s�.
Accordingly, most protocols in the area of high-speed
wireless networks use an adaptive TDMA scheme,
due to its ability and flexibly to accommodate a con-
nection’s bit rate needs by allocating more or fewer
time slots depending on current traffic conditions [6].
As a result, we will focus on TDMA schemes in this
paper.

In a TDMA wireless network, each mobile station,
transmitting data, is allocated one or more time slots
within a frame in the downstream (base to mobile
users) and upstream (mobile users to station) direc-
tions [2]. In the downstream direction, the base station
broadcasts to the active mobile stations in a Time
Division Multiplex (TDM) format. In the upstream
direction, each active mobile station transmits to the
base station using well-defined wireless access proto-
cols.

A plethora of wireless access protocols have been
proposed and/or implemented for wireless personal
communication systems [1,3]. They can be broadly
classified into three categories:

1) Random access protocols: The mobile stations
access time slots within a frame on demand
and with no coordination between them. Thus,
when more than one packet is transmitted at
the same time, a collision occurs, and the
information contained in all the transmitted
packets is lost. As a result, a collision reso-
lution mechanism must be devised to avoid
high-packet delays or even unstable opera-
tion under high loads. The wireless access
mechanisms under this category are known
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as ALOHA-type protocols or CSMA/CD-type
protocols [7,8]. These protocols attain good
performance under light traffic, however, their
performance is questionable under heavy-tra-
ffic conditions.

2) Reservation-based protocols: A mobile station
that is preparing a packet transfer has to
reserve a time slot through reservation/alloca-
tion cycles, to dynamically allocate the
available bandwidth to connections based on
their current needs and traffic loads. The
allocation of data slots is performed by the
base station on the basis of a scheduling
algorithm, and the mobile terminals are
informed through broadcast messages. These
kind of protocols are more complex; but,
on the other hand, they are stable under
a wide range of traffic loads and can
guarantee a predictable QoS. Numerous MAC
protocols have been proposed, which fall
under this category and include the Dynamic
slot Assignment �DSA C C� protocol [9],
the Distributed Queuing Request Update
Multiple Access (DQRUMA) [10] and the
MASCARA [11].

3) Polling-based protocols: The third group of
protocols uses adaptive polling to distribute
bandwidth among connections. A slot is peri-
odically given to each connection, without
request, based on its expected traffic. Chang
et al. [12] proposed a polling scheme with
non-preemptive priority (PNP), where infor-
mation exchange occurs in time to meet QoS
of CBR sources and VBR sources. Mahmound
et al. [13] have also proposed an adaptive
polling protocol.

Most of the above wireless access protocols are
targeted towards voice and messaging-type data appli-
cations. Currently, new wireless access protocols aim-
ing at providing services for multimedia applications
are the object of strong research work [14]. These
new protocols represent a good starting point for pro-
viding service for future multimedia traffic needs.
In particular, they are able to differentiate between
various traffic classes. However, these protocols are
not designed to provide the QoS guarantees that are
needed by multimedia applications. The QoS guar-
antees can be achieved only through the design of
efficient scheduling and admission control algorithms
tailored towards a given wireless access protocol.

1.2. Motivation

Wireless channels constitute a finite precious resource
in a wireless network, and therefore they must be effi-
ciently shared by all associated mobile stations. Thus,
unlike wireline communications wherein an increas-
ing demand for bandwidth can be met by deploying
additional wire (or fiber) facilities, the available radio
spectrum cannot arbitrarily be expanded. As a result,
a key technical issue related to the design of wireless
networks is the selection of a suitable wireless media
MAC protocol [1,5].

In addition, many CAC algorithms and MAC pro-
tocols have been proposed for multimedia wireless
networks. Nearly all of the proposed algorithms only
provide statistical, or soft, QoS guarantees. These
MAC protocols can only provide QoS guarantees to
the connections on the general case. Even if a connec-
tion is admitted to the network, the network cannot
fully (100%) guarantee that no QoS of any connec-
tions will be violated. The required or the desired
QoS of some connections may still be violated in
some cases.

On the other hand, there are some multimedia
applications that need deterministic, or hard, QoS
guarantees. In multimedia wireless networks, there
are some proposed protocols that can provide deter-
ministic QoS guarantees. Chang et al. [12] proposed
a polling scheme to provide such deterministic guar-
antees. Liebeherr et al. [15] proposed a CAC mech-
anism capable of providing deterministic guarantees.
Most of these protocols can only provide determin-
istic bound for delay with zero packet loss. To the
best of our knowledge, there are no protocols or
algorithms that can provide deterministic bounding
for both packet delay and packet loss in multimedia
applications.

In this paper, we propose a CAC algorithm and a
MAC protocol that aim to provide such deterministic
bounds for both packet loss and packet delay in a
wireless environment. By allowing certain bounded
packet loss for the connections, it is possible to admit
more connections to the network and increase the
network utilization. This is motivated by the fact that
most multimedia connections, for instance video and
audio connections, can accept a certain percentage of
packet losses while still providing an acceptable QoS.

1.3. Organization of the Paper

In this paper, we present traffic characterization meth-
ods and packet-dropping schemes that yield determin-
istic bounds for both packet loss rate and packet delay
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while maintaining an efficient utilization of a wireless
network. In the introduction of this paper, we have
provided the context and motivation for the problems
we address in this paper. The remainder of this paper
is organized as follows:

In Section 2, we discuss the necessary network sup-
port in order to achieve a bounded QoS and describe
its three main components: traffic characterizations,
packet-scheduling disciplines and the delay bound
tests.

In Section 3, we review some related research
by focusing on the deterministic traffic character-
izations, their respective policing mechanisms and
packet-scheduling disciplines that can provide deter-
ministic QoS guarantees in a wireless environment.

In Section 4, we introduce various proposed meth-
ods for bounding the packet loss and packet delay
deterministically and also prove the optimality of one
of our proposed algorithms for a single class of con-
nections.

In Section 5, we conduct performance evaluations
for our proposed schemes. We compare our results
with the well-known wireless MAC protocols, for
example, MASCARA.

In Section 6, we conclude and summarize our
contributions to the paper.

2. Network Support for a Bounded
Quality-of-service

2.1. Introduction

A network with a bound-delay service requires a reso-
urce reservation scheme to allocate network resources
for different connections. In the design of this reser-
vation scheme, two components are crucial. The first
one is the admission control scheme, which limits
the number of connections admitted to the network
in order to avoid any of the connections violating the
desired QoS. The second one is the traffic-policing
mechanism that monitors whether the traffic input rate
of each individual connection matches its specified
traffic rate. In this Section, we describe the three cen-
tral components to the design of the admission control
and the traffic-policing mechanisms: traffic charac-
terization, packet-scheduling disciplines and delay-
bound tests [16].

2.2. Traffic Characterization

In order to provide deterministic bounded QoS,
the traffic characterizations must satisfy three

requirements. First, it must provide the worst-
case description of the traffic source such that the
network can determine the upper bound of the
traffic arrivals. Second, it must be policeable as the
traffic-policing mechanism is one of the essential
components. Finally, it should describe the traffic
accurately so that the admission control mechanisms
do not overestimate the resources required by the
connections.

Since a deterministic service provides worst-case
guarantees, a traffic characterization must specify the
worst-case traffic of a connection. We use A to denote
the actual traffic of a connection, where A[�, � C t]
donates the amount of traffic arrivals in the time
interval [�, � C t]. The worst-case traffic characteri-
zation A is described by a traffic-constraint function
AŁ, which provides an upper bound on A. A traffic-
constraint function AŁ should satisfy two impor-
tant properties, namely time-invariance and subad-
ditivity [15,17]. Since a time-constraint function AŁ

bounds the maximum traffic over any time interval t,
the delay-bound tests can be made independent of the
starting time of a connection and it should satisfy the
following equation for � ½ 0 and t ½ 0:

AŁ�t� ½ A[�, � C t]

A traffic-constraint function AŁ is subadditive if it
satisfies the following inequality:

AŁ�t1� C AŁ�t2� ½ AŁ�t1 C t2� for all t1, t2 ½ 0

The subadditive nature of the traffic-constraint func-
tion allows the arrivals on a connection to attain the
bound given by AŁ. In other words, it is feasible
that AŁ�t� D A[�, � C t] for any t ½ 0. Figure 1 fur-
ther illustrates the relationship between A and AŁ.

2.3. Packet-scheduling Disciplines

The packet scheduler is central in controlling the end-
to-end delay of packets in a QoS network. Packets

A*

A

Fig. 1. Relationship between traffic A and
traffic-constraint function AŁ.
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from different connections waiting to be transmit-
ted are stored in the transmission queue of the link
and the packet scheduler determines the order of the
transmission. There are many varieties of packet-
scheduling disciplines. We can classify them into
two major categories, either work-conserving or non-
work-conserving. The work-conserving packet sched-
uler is never idle if the queue is not empty, while the
non-conserving-packet scheduler may be idle even if
there are some queued packets.

A scheduling discipline may also be classified
as preemptive or non-preemptive. A preemptive-
scheduling discipline may suspend the transmission
of one packet in order to transmit another, while
a non-preemptive discipline does not interrupt the
transmission of packets. In this paper, we consider
packet schedulers that are both work-conserving and
non-preemptive.

There are a large number of packet-scheduling
disciplines that can provide bounds on delay, but
not all of them use the network resources efficiently.
The performance of a packet scheduler in providing
bounded QoS can be determined by the degree to
which it satisfies the following requirements [15]:
efficiency, flexibility, complexity and analyzability.

2.4. Delay-bound Tests

The delay-bound test is central to the CAC. The
decision of the admission control is mainly dependent
on whether the delay-bound test is passed or not. If
the delay-bound test fails after the network admits
the new connection, the failure to pass the test means
that some connections may violate the desired QoS;
so the admission control will reject the admission of
the new connection.

A delay-bound test depends heavily upon the
choice of the packet scheduler and the traffic char-
acterization model. Normally, the delay-bound test is
designed specifically for each packet scheduler and
uses the traffic-constraint functions as parameters. In
addition, the properties of the packet scheduler and
the accuracy of the traffic model are directly reflected
in the delay bound test.

3. Related Work

3.1. Introduction

Although there is also a lot of related research on
multimedia wireless MAC protocols and their CAC
algorithms, nearly all of the proposed algorithms only

provide statistical QoS guarantees. As a result, these
MAC protocols may not be able to satisfy connections
that demand deterministic QoS guarantees.

In addition, there is also a lot of related research
on both traffic characterization and packet scheduling,
but much of this work cannot be directly applied
to support traffic that requires a bounded QoS. For
example, some approaches characterize the traffic
sources using sophisticated stochastic models such as
Markov-modulated [18], autoregressive [19,20], self-
similar [2,21,16], TES [22], and S-BIND [23]. These
approaches are not capable for providing worse-case
bounds on traffic arrivals and, therefore, cannot be
used as the traffic characterization for deterministic
bounded connections. Furthermore, the design of a
real-time traffic-policing mechanism for a stochastic
traffic model is very difficult.

In this Section, we review some approaches, that
are suitable for use in networks with bounded QoS.

3.2. Medium Access Control Protocols for
Wireless Environments

As discussed previously, most multimedia wireless
MAC protocols use adaptive TDMA schemes because
of their flexibly to accommodate a connection’s bit
rate needs by allocating a variable number of time
slots depending on current traffic conditions. In par-
ticular, most TDMA proposals use random access
techniques such as Slotted ALOHA (or variants of
this protocol) for the dialup process and reservation
of slots for transmission from mobile terminals to the
base station [9].

In this section, we review six wireless MAC proto-
cols because they are regarded as state-of-art wireless
access protocols in this area.

3.2.1. Packet reservation multiple access

There is plethora of MAC protocols that have been
proposed for wireless networks. One of the most well-
known and the most-widely studied protocol is the
Packet Reservation Multiple Access (PRMA) [24].
PRMA is a Slotted ALOHA reservation-based TDMA
protocol. But unlike Slotted ALOHA, the contentions
for a time slot in PRMA occur only at the beginning
of each talk-spurt of the conversation and unlike tra-
ditional TDMA, PRMA allows a voice user to reserve
a slot only during each talk-spurt rather than during
the whole conversation [22].

There are a lot of variants of PRMA that have been
proposed. For example, [1] proposed and studied an
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improved version of PRMA in which a minimum por-
tion of the available channel capacity is dedicated to
the reservation channel. Slotted ALOHA contentions
occur in some slots that are further divided into mini-
slots. As a result, the throughput performance under
high-load conditions is improved [22].

3.2.2. Packet reservation multiple access with
dynamic allocation

Packet Reservation Multiple Access with Dynamic
Allocation (PRMA/DA) is another enhanced ver-
sion of the PRMA protocol [25]. PRMA was orig-
inally designed for voice and data traffic only, while
PRMA/DA considers CBR, VBR and data traffic [9].
In PRMA/DA, a dynamic allocation mechanism is
proposed to estimate the number of contention slots
needed. As a result, this mechanism help resolve the
contention situation quickly while avoiding the waste
of bandwidth in allocating too many slots as con-
tention slots. One of the criticisms of PRMA/DA
is that it does not use mini-slots for the access
request [9].

The frame format of PRMA/DA is shown in
Figure 2.

3.2.3. Distributed queuing request update
multiple access

DQRUMA protocol was proposed by Karol et al.
[10]. DQRUMA considers a time-slotted system with

no frame reference, where the request access and
packet transmission channels are formed on a slot-
by-slot basis [9]. The uplink is divided into a series
of mini-slots used for requesting access, each one fol-
lowed by a slot for packet transmission. The downlink
consists of a series of mini-slots for acknowledge-
ment of request accesses, each followed by a slot for

packet transmission. After the base station receives a
successful request from a mobile terminal, it imme-
diately sends the corresponding acknowledgment in
the appropriate downlink mini-slot.

The frame format of DQRUMA is shown in
Figure 3.

3.2.4. Dynamic slot assignment

The DSACC protocol was proposed by Petras et al.
[26]. DSACC is a modified version of the Dynamic

Slot Assignment (DSA) and it uses a variable-length
frame structure. The assignment of capacity is based
on a priority calculation for each mobile terminal
being served. The priority is determined according
to a set of dynamic parameters, which include the
number of waiting packets and their due dates. The
advantage of this protocol is that it allows the base
station to implement power control as the broadcast
of the information about the next signalling period is
in a single downlink burst.

The frame format of DSACC is shown in
Figure 4.

3.2.5. Mobile access scheme based on
contention and reservation for ATM

One of the most well-respected wireless MAC pro-
tocols is MASCARA, which is proposed by Bauchot
et al. [11] as the MAC protocol for the WATM Net-
work Demonstrator (WAND) project being developed
with the support of the European Community [9]. In
this paper, we conducted performance evaluation of
our proposed protocol and compared our results with
MASCARA. An in-depth description of the MAS-
CARA protocol and the evaluation results will be
given later in the paper.

1 ..2 Na 1 2 Nb 1 2 Nc 1 2 Nd

Variable Variable Variable

PRMA/DA frame

PRMA/DA header ATM header 48-byte payload PRMA/DA trailer (FCS)

Request packet

Available slots CBR reservation slots VBR reservation slots Data reservation slots

Header format depends on packet type 

.. .. ..

Fig. 2. Frame format of PRMA/DA.
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Time
slot i-1 slot i slot i+1 slot k slot k+1 

Regular slot Slot converted into multiple RA channels

1.             Request access (random access) for uplink
2.             b-bit ACK of request access for downlink

Control header Packet Xmt channel

Fig. 3. Frame format of DQRUMA.

Downlink signaling period 

Downlink
signaling
burst

Announcements

Downlink

uplink signaling

Fig. 4. Frame format of DSACC.

station requests for
3 slots (example)

Moving boundary

BRMA frame 

Mini-slots Data slot

packet transmission
in assigned slots

Fig. 5. Frame format of BRMA.

3.2.6. Bandwidth reservation multiple access

The Bandwidth Reservation Multiple Access
(BRMA) is proposed by Z. Zhang et al. [22] to
resolve users contention and assign bandwidth among
multiple users trying to gain access to a common
channel such as in mobile users contending for
resources in a wireless local area network. In BRMA,
the assignment of the minislots is deterministic; thus,
both the request channels and the data channels are
collision-free.

The frame format of BRMA is shown in Figure 5.

3.2.7. Discussion of tradeoffs

For reference, we summarize the characteristics of
the protocols reviewed in Table I. Some of the entries
are based on subjective judgments rather than formal
analysis.

From the comparative results, it appears that the
MAC protocols that use FDD can deal with the
access contention procedures more quickly because
they can send acknowledgment signals almost imme-
diately after receiving the packets. However, TDD
can be advantageous in some situations in which fre-
quencies are scarce or the uplink and the downlink is
unbalanced.

3.3. Traffic Characterization

In order to provide deterministic bounded QoS, traffic
characterization must specify the worst-case traffic
characteristic of a connection. In this section, we
review six models: the peak-rate model [27], the
��, ��-model [5], the �E�, E��-model [28], the (r,T)-
model [29], the �Xmin, Xave, I, smax�-model [30] and
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Table I. Summary of wireless MAC protocols.

PRMA PRMA/DA DQRUMA DSACC MASCARA BRMA

Physical Layer
Type

FDD FDD FDD FDD TDD TDD

Frame Type No Frame Fixed No Frame Variable Variable Variable

QoS Support voice voice,
video,
data

VBR CBR, VBR,
ABR

CBR, rt-VBR,
nrt-VBR,
ABR, UBR

CBR, VBR,
ABR

Control overhead Low Medium Low High High High

Random Access
Technique

S-ALOHA S-ALOHA S-ALOHA,
binary stock

Splitting
algorithm
(2 and 3)

Not defined
yet

No

Call Admission
Control

No Yes No No Yes No

the D-BIND model [31]. We formulate the traffic-
constraint function AŁ for each of these traffic models
and also discuss the traffic-policing mechanisms used
for enforcement. We then evaluate and compare the
trade-offs involved with each traffic model.

3.3.1. The peak-rate model

The peak-rate model [27] is the simplest and the most
widely used of all traffic models [7]. This peak-rate
model describes the traffic by two parameters: mini-
mum interarrival time, Xmin and the maximum trans-
mission time, smax. The traffic-constraint function is
given by the following:

AŁ�t� D
(⌊

t

Xmin

⌋
C 1

)
smax for all t ½ 0

The peak-rate model can specify CBR traffic very
well but over-estimates the resource requirements for
VBR sources.

3.3.2. The ��, ��-model

The ��, ��-model [5] describes its traffic by two
parameters: the burstiness � and an average traffic
rate �. The traffic-constraint function is given by the
following:

AŁ�t� D � C �t for all t ½ 0

This model enforces a rate � while allowing some
burstiness up to �. The traffic of this model can be
policed with the leaky-bucket policing mechanism.

3.3.3. The �E�, E��-model

This model is a generalization of the ��, ��-
model [28]. It describes its traffic by a set of ��i, �i�

pairs. The amount of traffic admitted to the network
is limited by each of the ��i, �i� pairs. The traffic-
constraint function is given by:

Am
Ł�t� D minf�i C �itg for all t ½ 0 and 1 � i � m

Note that when m D 1, this model is identical to the
�E�, E��-model.

3.3.4. The (r, T)-model

The (r, T)-model [29] describes its traffic by two
parameters: a rate parameter r and a framing interval
T. Time is partitioned into frames of length T and
the maximum traffic of a connection during any
frame is limited to rT bits. Thus, this model enforces
an average rate of r while allowing for moderate
bursts. The traffic-constraint function is given by the
following:

AŁ�t� D
(⌈

t

T

⌉
C 1

)
rT

The maximum burst that may enter the network is
2rT. The traffic of this model can be policed with the
jumping window policing mechanism.

3.3.5. The �Xmin, Xave, I, smax�-model

The �Xmin, Xave, I, smax�-model [30] describes its traf-
fic by four parameters. Xmin is the minimum packet
interarrival time, Xave is the maximum average packet
interarrival time over any time interval of length
I, and smax is the maximum packet transmission
time. The traffic-constraint function is given by the
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following:

AŁ�t� D
⌊

i

I

⌋
Ismax

Xave
C min

({⌈(
t

I
�

⌊
t

I

⌋)

ð I

Xmin

⌉
I

Xave

}
smax

)

The traffic of this model can be policed with a com-
bination of a cell-spacing mechanism and a moving
window mechanism.

3.3.6. The D-BIND model

The D-BIND model is a general traffic model that
uses a number of rate-interval pairs �Ri, Ii� [4]. The
maximum rate over any interval of length Ii is
restricted to Ri for all pairs i. The traffic-constraint
function is given by:

AŁ�t� D RiIi � Ri�1Ii�1

Ii � Ii�1
C RiIi

for all Ii�1 � t � Ii.
The traffic of this model can be policed with n

moving window mechanisms, one for each (r, I) pair.

3.3.7. Discussion and trade-offs of the various
traffic models

For reference, we summarize the relationship between
the traffic models and their policing mechanisms in
Table II.

A study by Reibman and Berger [31] and another
by Rathgeb [32] evaluate the accuracy with which the
various traffic models can characterize VBR video.
Rathgeb shows how the parameters of each traffic-
policing mechanism can be expressed in terms of
parameters of the other mechanisms, enabling a direct

comparison of the various mechanisms. The examples
presented indicate that the leaky bucket is superior to
both the windowing mechanisms for describing VBR
video since neither the jumping windowing nor the
moving windowing are capable of capturing the short-
term burstiness.

Wrege et al. [16] showed that the �E�, E�� traffic
models, which employ multiple leaky-bucket mecha-
nisms, can accurately characterize VBR video.

Both Dittmann [33] and Rathgeb [32] showed that
the moving window mechanism is significantly more
difficult to implement than either the jumping window
or leaky-bucket mechanisms.

For these reasons, the networking community has
focused primarily on characterizations that can be
policed by the leaky-bucket mechanisms, that is, the
��, �� and �E�, E�� traffic models.

3.4. Packet-scheduling Schemes and
Delay-bound Tests

Packet-scheduling schemes for providing bounded
QoS can be classified into two classes: delay-based
disciplines and rate-based disciplines. The delay-
based schedulers can provide maximum delay guar-
antees to connections. The admission control mech-
anisms for delay-based schedulers calculate delay
guarantees for a connection based on the worst-case
traffic characteristic of all connections and the prop-
erties of the packet scheduler. On the other hand, the
rate-based schedulers can provide minimum through-
put guarantees. They allocate a fraction of the avail-
able bandwidth to each connection and calculate
delay guarantees on the basis of their traffic char-
acterizations.

Table II. Summary of traffic models.

Traffic Model Policing Mechanisms Traffic-constraint Function

Peak-rate Packet spacer AŁ�t� D
(⌊

t

Xmin

⌋
C 1

)
smax

��, �� Jumping window AŁ�t� D � C �t

�E�, E�� Leaky bucket Am
Ł�t� D minf�i C �itg

(r, T) Multiple leaky
buckets

AŁ�t� D
(⌈

t

T

⌉
C 1

)
rT

�Xmin, Xave, I, smax� Moving window
and spacer

AŁ�t� D
⌊

i

I

⌋
Ismax

Xave
C min

({⌈(
t

I
�

⌊
t

I

⌋)
I

Xmin

⌉
I

Xave

}
smax

)

D-BIND Multiple moving
widows

AŁ�t� D RiIi � Ri�1Ii�1

Ii � Ii�1
C RiIi
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3.4.1. Delay-based scheduling disciplines

In this section, we review two delay-based scheduling
disciplines that have been previously considered for
bounded QoS: Earliest-Deadline-First (EDF) [34] and
Static-Priority (SP) [35]. We then review their corre-
sponding delay-bound tests that can be employed by
the admission control.

Earliest-deadline-first (EDF). An EDF sched-
uler assigns each arriving packet a time-stamp corre-
sponding to its deadline. For instance, a packet from a
connection j with a delay bound dj that arrives at time
t is assigned a deadline of t C dj. The EDF scheduler
always selects the packets with earliest deadline for
transmission.

The EDF scheduler can provide optimal network
utilization as the EDF scheduler can support any
connections that can be supported by any other sched-
ulers. The high achievable network utilization makes
EDF an excellent candidate for bounded QoS.

Without loss of generality, connections are assumed
to be ordered so that i < j whenever di < dj. Thus
the schedulability condition for an EDF scheduler is
given as follows for a set of connections C:

t ½
∑
jεC

AŁ
j�t � dj� C max sk

Static-priority (SP). An SP-scheduler classifies
the connections with the same delay bound into the
same connection set. The connection sets are sorted
in order such that dp < dq for p < q. Thus, SP
maintains a set of priority FIFO queues and the
priority of a queue is high if its delay bound is
small. A packet of a connection j in connection set
Cp is inserted into FIFO p. At the beginning of a
busy period, or after completing the transmission of
a packet, the SP-scheduler always selects the first
packet in the nonempty FIFO queue with the highest
priority for transmission.

Because of its simplicity, it enables packet schedul-
ing at very high data rates. The following necessary
and sufficient schedulability condition for SP sched-
ulers is presented:

t C � ½
∑
j2Cp

AŁ
j�t� C

p�1∑
qD1

sum2Cq A
Ł
j��t C ����

�smin
p C maxr>psr

3.4.2. Rate-based scheduling disciplines

All rate-based scheduling disciplines emulate one of
two systems: (1) a TDM system that divides time
into fixed-sized frames that are in turn divided into
time slots, allocating these slots to connections, or
(2) a Generalized-Processor-Sharing (GPS) system
that allocates a service share to each connection and
provides service to each connection in proportion to
its share.

Note that similar delay-bound tests in delay-based
schedulers are not available in rate-based schedulers.

3.4.3. Discussion and trade-offs

With regard to a high achievable network utilization,
EDF is the better choice than any of the rate-based
disciplines for a number of reasons. First, the EDF
is the optimal packet scheduler for a single net-
work switch. Second, delay guarantees for rate-based
packet schedulers are only available for a restricted
set of traffic models. Finally, the delay guarantees for
rate-based packet schedulers are not in the form of
delay-bound tests that can be easily applied to admis-
sion control mechanisms but are rather computed as
a maximum delay bound based on throughput guar-
antees.

4. Proposed Approach to Bound Packet
Losses and Packet Delays Deterministically

4.1. Introduction

As was shown in the previous Section, there are
many admission and scheduling algorithms that have
been proposed to provide deterministic delay-bound
guarantees while trying to provide efficient utilization
of the network resources. Most of these schemes
assume that no packets of any connection can be
lost. However, in practical situations, most traffic can
accept a certain percentage of packet losses while still
providing acceptable QoS. For example, in an Motion
Picture Experts Group (MPEG) video, B frames are
relatively less important than the I frames and the
P frames. If a certain percentage of B frames in an
MPEG video stream is lost, the resulting video would
only have minor effects and would still be considered
in a good quality. Another example involves QoS
for voice connections. If the average packet loss rate
of a voice connection is below a certain percentage,
the difference in voice quality is also minor, and
normally, people cannot distinguish the difference.
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Obviously, allowing some packet losses of the
connections would possibly allow to admit more
connections to the network. However, to the best
of our knowledge, there are no schemes that can
provide deterministic bounded delay and packet loss
guarantees for QoS networks. Thus, in this paper, we
aim to provide such deterministic bounds for both
packet loss and packet delay.

4.2. The Proposed Algorithm

Different from the previous research efforts that do
not allow any packet loss, our QoS methodology
includes an additional scheme for dropping packets.
The major task of this packet-dropping scheme is to
decide which packets are dropped in order to maintain
the desired QoS.

There are two ways to implement the packet-
dropping scheme. One method is to place the packet-
dropping scheme together with the packet-scheduling
scheme. Actually, most of the algorithms that provide
statistical bounded QoS employ this method. The
advantage of this method is that packets only need
to be dropped when the network cannot serve the
packets, but the disadvantage is that the droppings
cannot be deterministically estimated or calculated.
Thus, this kind of method is not suitable for any
algorithm that aims to provide deterministic bounded
QoS.

The other method is to place the packet-dropping
scheme before the packets pass into the network. The
packet-dropping scheme acts as a filter for the traffic,
which reduce the burstiness and the peak rate of the
traffic as much as possible while maintaining the loss
below the desired level. As the dropping is performed
before the packets pass into the network, possibly that
some unnecessary dropped packets are dropped too;
but the advantage of this approach is that the loss rate
can be deterministically bounded.

The idea of our proposed algorithm is generated
from the second-mentioned packet-dropping scheme.
The traffic of each connection is passed through a
packet-dropping scheme before passing into the net-
work and the resulting traffic is scheduled by the
packet scheduler, which can provide zero packet
loss and bounded delay guarantee. Since the packet-
dropping scheme can provide a bounded loss and
the packet scheduler can provide zero loss and
bounded delay guarantee, their combination can pro-
vide bounded loss and delay deterministically.

Because packets are allowed to be lost, and the
packet-dropping process reduces part of the burstiness

and the peak rate of the traffic, the overall through-
put and the channel efficiency of the network can
be increased, which is the major reason behind our
scheme. We will discuss the performance of the pro-
posed algorithm later.

4.2.1. The proposed wireless MAC protocol

The proposed wireless MAC protocol is motivated
by the BRMA [22]. Since the assignment of the mini-
slots in BRMA is deterministic, both the request chan-
nels and the data channels are contention-free. This
characteristic is suitable for us to provide determinis-
tic QoS guarantee. Similar to other TDMA systems,
time is divided into time slots and time slots are fur-
ther divided into mini-slots and data slots. Mini-slots
are for sending requests from the terminals to the base
station, while the data slots are for sending real data
or packets to the base station.

In BRMA, each connection is assigned one mini-
slot in each frame. As a result, each connection does
not need to content for the channel with other con-
nections. But in our proposed protocol, we have to
deal with VBR, CBR, ABR and UBR traffic and only
CBR and VBR connections need to have determinis-
tic QoS guarantees. So, in our protocol, only CBR and
VBR connections will be assigned one mini-slot in
each frame, while ABR and UBR will content for the
channel through random-access methods for example,
Slotted ALOHA. In our proposed MAC protocol, we
simply use Slotted ALOHA to reduce the complexity
of the network. The structure of the proposed protocol
is shown in Figure 6.

4.2.2. The proposed traffic characterization

The proposed traffic model is based on the ��, ��-
model but with an important modification. Two more
parameters are added which are the maximum traffic
rate, �max and the minimum traffic rate, �min.

In the ��, ��-model, � defines the burstiness of the
traffic. In the worst case, the ��, ��-model assumes
that all the burstiness arrive at the same time, but
in general, the burstiness do not come at the same
time and it would normally come within a certain

Fig. 6. Frame format of the proposed wireless MAC
protocol.
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duration. The objective of adding the maximum traffic
rate �max is to characterize this fact. After adding the
maximum traffic rate �max the traffic characterization
model becomes similar to the special case of the
��, ��-model with two pairs, ��, �� and �0, �max�.

In addition, most of the multimedia traffic is con-
tinuous traffic, for instance, video, audio and voice
connections. During the connection, packets are sent
continuously and thus the connections have a min-
imum traffic rate. To characterize this fact, we add
a minimum traffic rate �min as a parameter to the
proposed traffic characterization model.

As a result, the proposed traffic model has four
parameters: burstiness �, maximum traffic rate �max

minimum traffic rate �min and average traffic rate
�. The traffic-constraint function is given by the
following:

AŁ�t� D min�� C �t, �max
Ł� for all t ½ 0

4.2.3. The proposed packet-dropping
mechanism

The task of the packet-dropping mechanism is to
select the packets to be dropped for each connection.
A good packet-dropping scheme for a bounded QoS
should satisfy the following criteria: (1) reducing the
burstiness of the traffic, (2) reducing the maximum
traffic rate, (3) distributing the dropping of packets
evenly and (4) conforming to the specified loss rate.

Because of the fact that the packet-dropping mech-
anism has to deal with real-time traffic and it is
impossible to determine the duration of the traffic
before the transmission is ended, the loss rate has
to be kept at or below the desired level all the time.

THEOREM 4.1 The optimal dropping of L% packets
for the worst case of the ��, �, �max, �min� traffic
model is the same as the worst case of
the �� 0, �0, �0

max, �0
min� traffic model where � 0 D

max�0, ��1�Lf��, �0 D ��1�L�, �0
max D min���1 �

L�, ��max���1 � Lf� C ��1 � L��, �0
min D �min, and

f D 1

1 � ��min/��
.

Proof. In the worst case, the traffic of the sources are
similar to an extremal periodic on-off model, which
is similar to the one represented in Figure 7.

An optimal packet-dropping algorithm should drop
the same amount of packets in every burst. If more
packets are dropped in one burst more than the
other bursts, we can easily reduce the overall traffic

Fig. 7. The pattern of worst-case traffic.

burstiness by dropping one packet less in one burst
and adding one more in the other burst. Since the
packet dropping should be equal for all bursts, we
can concentrate on one on-off cycle only as all cycles
are the same.

Let: �min be the minimum traffic rate
�max be the maximum traffic rate
� be the average traffic rate
� be the maximum burstiness
L be the allowable loss rate
Ton be duration of the on cycle
Toff be duration of the off cycle
T be duration of one on-off cycle

According to Figure 7, we have:

T D Ton C Toff

According to the definition of maximum bursti-
ness, � C �Ton ½ �maxTon and 2Ton�max C Toff�min �
��T C Ton� C �.

Since we are considering the worst case, we have
by solving the equations:

Ton D �

�max � �

and
Toff D �

� � �min

To maintain the desired loss rate L, the maximum
number of packets allowed to be dropped is T�L in
each on-off cycle.

maximum allowable losses

D�L

(
1

�max/�� � 1
C 1

1 � ��min/��

)

Without violating the desired loss rate, all allow-
able dropped packets can only be dropped while the
traffic is in burst. We find that the resulting traffic
can be characterized by the burstiness � 0, the average
traffic rate �0, the maximum traffic rate �0

max and the
minimum traffic rate �0

min.
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As L percentage of the packets are dropped, obvi-
ously the average rate is also reduced by L. Therefore,
we have:

�0 D ��1 � L�

As packets are only dropped in the burst, the
number of packet arrivals in the time interval [0, Ton]
is equal to the allowable loss plus the number of
packet arrivals in the time interval [0, Ton] for the
new traffic characterization. Therefore, � C �Ton D
� 0 C �0Ton � �Lf and we have:

� 0 D max�0, ��1 � Lf��

where
f D 1

1 � ��min/��

The length of the on and the off cycle of the resulting
traffic is unchanged, so we can find the new value of
�0

max by � 0/Ton C �0. Thus, we have:

�0
max D min[��1 � L�, ��max � ���1 � Lf�

C��1 � L�]

The minimum rate of the traffic remains unchanged,
so we have:

�0
min D �min

According to Theorem 4.1, the traffic of a ��, �,
�max, �min�-model with a loss rate L can be reduced
to a �� 0, �0, �0

max, �0
min�-model in the worst-case

scenario of the traffic arrival. It is obvious that the
traffic of ��, �, �max, �min�-model can be reduced to
�� 0, �0, �0

max, �0
min�-model when the traffic arrival is

not in the worst case.
As a result, we can use two leaky buckets to

filter the traffic of the ��, �, �max, �min�-model and
reduce it to a �� 0, �0, �0

max, �0
min�-model. One of the

leaky buckets initializes its credit counter to � 0 and
the its incrementing rate of the credit counter to �0.
The other one initializes its credit counter to 1 and
its incrementing rate of the credit counter to �0

max.
The leaky bucket allow the packets to go into the
network when the credit counter is non-zero and
drop the packets otherwise. The credit counter is
decremented for each bit that enters the network
and it is continuously incremented at the specified
incrementing rate when its value is less than the initial
value.

4.2.4. The packet-scheduling scheme

The aim of this paper is to provide bounded loss and
delay and the design of the packet-dropping scheme

and the traffic characterization model is independent
of the packet-scheduling scheme. Therefore, at the
current stage, we use the optimal scheduler, EDF
scheduler, as the packet-scheduling scheme.

4.2.5. The schedulability condition

Without loss of generality, we assume that connec-
tions are ordered such that i < j whenever di < dj.
With the proposed traffic model and the packet-
dropping mechanism, we have the schedulability con-
dition as follows:

t ½
j∑

iD1

ni��
0
i C �0

i�t � di�� C max k<jsk max

for di � t < dj C 1, 1 � j < N, and

t ½
j∑

iD1

ni[�
0
i C �0

i�t � di��] for �dN � t�

As long as the stability condition above is satisfied,
for instance,

∑N
jD1 �j < 1, we have:

dj C � 0
j

�0
maxj � �0

j

½

j∑
iD1

ni��
0
i � �0

idi� C max k<jsk max

C �
j∑

iD1

ni�
0
i

4.3. Optimality for Single Type of Traffic
Sources

As shown previously, the packet-dropping mecha-
nism is optimal when there is only one connection.
We now briefly argue for the optimality for the pro-
posed algorithm when a number of single type of
traffic are presented.

For the same type of sources, their desired packet
delay, average traffic rate, maximum traffic rate and
minimum traffic rate are the same. Therefore, the
pattern of their worst-case traffic is identical. Thus,
one of the optimal solutions should be that the drop-
ping pattern of all connections be the same. In other
words, we can only consider one of the connections
as they are all identical. In particular, since our pro-
posed method is optimal for a single connection; it
also must be optimal for a set of connections that are
in the same classes.
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5. Performance Evaluation

5.1. Introduction

To evaluate the performance of our proposed MAC
protocol and QoS guarantee mechanisms, we per-
form a series of evaluation tests in this Section. This
Section is divided into two sections. In Section 5.2,
we evaluate the performance of the protocol itself by
varying different factors, for example traffic bursti-
ness, average traffic rate, maximum traffic rate, min-
imum traffic rate and so on. The purpose of these
evaluations is to see how these factors affect the per-
formance of the proposed protocol. In Section 5.2, we
evaluate the performance of the proposed protocol by
comparing it with one of the existing MAC protocols,
MASCARA.

5.2. Basic Evaluation

In this section, two sets of tests are conducted. The
first test is for single type of traffic. We evaluate
the performance of our proposal by varying different
factors such as the burstiness �, the peak rate �max

the minimum rate �min and the desired loss rate L. In
the second test, we evaluate the performance using
multiple classes of traffic.

5.2.1. Single type of traffic

Unless otherwise specified, all of the results in this
section are generated with the parameters shown in
Table III.

First, we investigate the effect of the ratio of the
minimum traffic rate to the average traffic rate on
the channel utilization. As shown in Figure 8, we
found that the channel utilization increases from 0.4
to 1 when the ratio of the minimum traffic rate to the
average traffic rate increases from 0 to 1. A higher
minimum traffic rate implies less variation of the

Table III. Traffic parameters for
single type of traffic.

Channel Capacity 45 Mbps

Cell Size 53 bytes
� 0.15 Mbps
�max 0.9 Mbps
�min 0.09 Mbps
� 100 cells
d 30 ms
L 5%
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Fig. 8. Utilization vs ratio of minimum traffic rate to
average traffic rate ��min/��.

traffic; thus the scheduling of traffic is easier and can
be more efficient.

Next, we investigate the effect of the ratio of the
maximum traffic rate to the average traffic rate on the
channel utilization. As shown in Figure 9, we found
that the channel utilization decreases from 1 to 0.2
when this ratio increases from 0 to 20. The channel
utilization drops sharply when the ratio is below 10,
and it drops slowly when the ratio is above 10. In
particular, a lower minimum traffic rate implies less
variation of the traffic; thus the scheduling of this
traffic is easier and can be more efficient.
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Fig. 9. Utilization vs ratio of maximum traffic rate to
average traffic rate ��max/��; the scheduling of the traffic

is easier and can be more efficient.
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Fig. 11. Utilization vs desired.

We also studied the effect of the traffic burstiness
on the channel utilization as shown in Figure 10. We
found that the channel utilization decreases from 1
to 0.4 when the burstiness of the traffic increases
from 0 to 120 cells. The result illustrates the fact
that lower burstiness of the traffic implies less vari-
ation of the traffic; thus Figure 11 illustrates the
effect of the packet loss rate on the channel utiliza-
tion. The channel utilization increases from 0.368 to
0.425 when the desired bounded loss rate increases
from 0% to 5%. By allowing 5% of packet loss
for the connections, the channel utilization increases
by 15%, thus 15% more connections can be admit-
ted. According to the figure the channel utiliza-
tion is directly proportional to desired bounded loss
rate.

Table IV. Traffic parameters for multiple types of
traffic.

Connection Class 1 2

�i 0.15 Mbps 0.15 Mbps
�i 25 cells 250 cells
di 30 ms 50 ms
Li 5% 5%

5.2.2. Multiple types of traffic

Now, we assume that we have two classes of traffic
and the channel capacity is 45Mbps. The other traffic
parameters are shown in Table IV.

According to Figure 12, the maximum number of
class 1 connections that can be supported increases
as the number of class 2 connections decreases, and
vice versa. When the number of class 2 connections
reduces to below a certain value, the maximum num-
ber of class 1 connections that can be supported stops
to increase. The reason is that the resources saved by
not serving class 2 connections are not enough to
serve any more class 1 connections as the desired
QoS, for instance delay, of class 1 connections is
much higher than that of class 2 connections. The
admission region increases as the ratio of minimum
traffic rate to average traffic rate increases. This is due
to the fact that the smaller ratio implies less variation
of the traffic. When the ratio is 0.8, the area of the
admission region of the proposed algorithm is around
40% larger than that of the algorithm which do not
allow dropping.
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Fig. 12. Admission region for two different classes of
traffic.
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Fig. 13. Frame format of MASCARA.

5.3. Comparison with Other MAC Protocols

To further evaluate the performance of the proposed
protocol, we have to compare it with some of the
existing MAC protocols. Since there is no wire-
less MAC protocol that can provide deterministically
bounded loss and delay, we are not able to directly
compare our deterministic MAC with others. Instead,
we compare our proposed protocol with a statisti-
cal protocol. Among the existing MAC protocols,
we have selected the MASCARA protocol to per-
form the comparison since it is receiving the most
attention [11].

5.3.1. Description of MASCARA

This MASCARA protocol was proposed by Bau-
chot et al. [11] as the MAC protocol for the WAND
project being developed with the support of the
European Community (EC). The frame format of
MASCARA C C is shown in Figure 13.

This protocol operates in a hierarchical mode by
means of a master scheduler (MS) in the base sta-
tion and a slave scheduler at each mobile terminal.
The Down-link (DL) traffic is transmitted in TDM
mode, while the Up-link (UL) packets are transmit-
ted in a mix of reservation and contention modes.
In MASCARA, time is divided into variable-length
time frames, which are further sub-divided into time
slots. The time-slot duration is equal to the time
needed to transmit an Asynchronous Transfer Mode
(ATM) cell payload plus the radio and MAC-specific
headers. Slot allocation is performed dynamically to
match current user needs and attain high-statistical
multiplexing gain to provide the QoS required by the
individual connections.

To handle the transmission process, MASCARA
defines the concept of a “cell train”, which is a
sequence of ATM packets belonging to one mobile
terminal with a common header. The length of a
time slot as well as the length of the MPDU header
are defined as the length of an ATM packet. The
concept of “cell train” provides variable capacity
to mobile terminals in multiples of slots that have

the standard size of one ATM packet. The base
station uses an algorithm called Priority Regulated
Allocation Delay-Oriented Scheduling (PRADOS) to
schedule transmissions over the radio interface. This
algorithm is based on the priority class, the agreed
characteristics and the delay constraints of each active
connection. Passas et al. describe this algorithm in
more detail [6].

5.3.2. Comparison results

As we need to compare a deterministic MAC protocol
with a statistical MAC protocol, we have to perform
the evaluation in two different cases, worst case and
average case. The high gain from statistical schedul-
ing and the tighter bounds of deterministic protocol
would normally favor statistical MAC protocols over
deterministic MAC protocols in the average case. On
the other hand, in the worst case, the declared QoS
guarantee of most connections will be violated using
a statistical MAC protocol. As a result, we performed
the evaluation using three metrics: average loss rate,
percentage of connections violating declared QoS and
admission region.

Average loss rate. In Figure 14, we found that
our proposed protocol out-performs MASCARA in
the worst-case traffic. When the number of users is
higher than 56, the average loss rate in MASCARA
has exceeded the declared loss rate of 5% in this
case. In our proposed protocol, we can still keep the
average loss rate below the declared loss rate until the
number of users exceeds 60. (Note: we can only admit
at most 60 connections as the admission control deter-
mines that we cannot provide hard guarantee to all
connections if we admit more than 60 connections).

In Figure 15, we found that our proposed proto-
col under-performs MASCARA in the average case
traffic. The average loss rate in MASCARA only
exceeds the declared loss rate when the number of
users exceeds 75. In our proposed algorithm, we only
admit at most 60 connections as it is limited by our
CAC.
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Fig. 14. Admission region for two different classes of
traffic.
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Fig. 15. Average loss rate vs number of users in
worse-cases traffic.

Percentage of connections violating the declared
QoS. Sometimes, the average loss rate is not a
good performance metric. For example, suppose we
get only one connection with zero loss while all
others exceed the declared loss rate. The average
loss rate may still be below the declared loss rate,
but most connections receive a poorer than declared
QoS. Thus, in this section, we use the percentage of
connections violating the declared QoS as the metric.

In Figure 16, we found that some connections in
MASCARA start to violate the QoS when the number
of users increase to 50. The violating percentage
increases as the number of users increase. In our
proposed protocol, the percentage of connections that
violate the declared QoS can be kept at zero when the
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Fig. 16. Percentage of connections violate declared QoS
vs number of users in worse-cases traffic.

number of users is less than the calculated value from
our CAC, for example 60. When the number of users
is 60, there are around 23.3% of all connections that
have violated the declared QoS using MASCARA.

In Figure 17, we can only find some connec-
tions violating the declared QoS when the number
of users is more than 71 when using the average-case
traffic.

Admission region. In Figure 18, we found that
the admission region for our proposed protocol is
much larger than that for MASCARA in the worst-
case traffic. Using MASCARA, we can only admit 75
type 1 connections or 65 type 2 connections without
having any connection violating the declared QoS.
Using our proposed protocol, we can admit 100 type
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Fig. 17. Percentage of connections violate declared QoS
vs number of users in average-cases traffic.
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Fig. 18. Admission region for worst-case traffic.
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Fig. 19. Admission region for average-case traffic.

1 connections and 82 type 2 connections under the
same condition.

In Figure 19, we found that the admission region
for our proposed protocol is less than that for MAS-
CARA in the average-case traffic. Using MASCARA,
we can admit 120 type 1 connections or 115 type 2
connections without having any connection violating
the declared QoS.

6. Conclusion

We proposed a deterministic QoS guarantees method
for multimedia wireless networks, which is based
on a mathematical framework that accurately char-
acterizes multimedia traffic streams in conjunction
with efficient scheduling and dropping algorithms.
The uniqueness of this scheme is that it can provide
bounded loss and bounded delay deterministically. By
allowing certain bounded loss for the connections,

more connections can be admitted into the network.
We have performed a set of performance-evaluation
tests that demonstrated that our proposed algorithm
can significantly support more connections than a sys-
tem that does not allow any loss. Moreover, from the
evaluation, we found that the proposed algorithm are
able to out-perform well-known MAC protocol, for
example, MASCARA, in worst-case traffic.
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